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Big Idea
Oceania has been shaped by many different levels of exposure.

Mission
By pairing objects of Oceanic cultures with various historic and contemporary
narratives, this exhibition will explore how these cultures have been shaped
by exposure, through the particular lenses of cross-cultural contact, diverse
perceptions and natural elements. The visitor will be challenged to reconsider
the meaning of the word exposure.

Big Idea & Mission
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Goals & Objectives
Object ives for Visit or s

1. To prompt visitors to examine the
Go a ls fo r Vis ito rs

material culture of Oceania in relation to

1. To create a greater understanding of

the various ways that these cultures have

Oceanic cultures, in both historical and
contemporary terms.

2. To encourage the visitor to think about

the many definitions of exposure and how it
shapes culture.

3. To inspire visitors to engage with the

experienced exposure.

2. To show visitors how Oceanic cultures

have been exposed to cross-c ultural contact,
natural elements and outsider perceptions.

3. To encourage visitors to express how other

cultures may be shaped by exposure.

objects and narratives of Oceania in

ways that prompt them to examine how
their own cultures have been shaped by
outside influences.

Goals & Objectives
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Institution & Audience
The mission of the National Geographic Society is to inspire people to care about the planet. Throughout its 123-year
history, it has encouraged conservation of natural resources and raised public awareness of the importance of natural
places, the plants and wildlife that inhabit them, and the environmental problems that threaten them. The Society also
encourages stewardship of the planet through research and exploration, and through education.

Bringing this exhibition to the National Geographic

globally minded, with a personal interest in sociology,

Museum will further its mission by turning a cultural

anthropology, preservation or global issues.

lens onto this particular geographic area in order to

The exhibition’s secondary audience will be

explore how these societies have adapted and changed.

international travelers who share core values with our

The audience is primarily delineated by psychographic

primary audience and can relate the exhibition and

factors, although the exhibition is geared towards

presentation to their own cultures.

adults rather than children. Our target visitor is

Institution & Audience
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Exhibition Overview
This is a story of
exposure.
exposure.
exposure.
Oceania’s culture has changed over time
because of many different factors. Many
other cultures have been shaped in the
same way.

Vo ic e

The Visit or 's Role

The voice of the exhibition will be credible but also

Visitors will be invited to explore Oceania through

casual. As the the target audience has a personal

sight, sound and touch. Visitors will participate in

interest in sociology, anthropology, preservation or

an open dialogue about exposure by giving feedback

global issues, the voice should be seen as an authority

to questions, providing their opinions on the subject

figure on the topic, while remaining approachable and

matter, and responding to other visitors’ comments.

accessible in tone. The voice will be similar to that

The exhibition will be physically engaging in that it

used in travel blogs, news, and magazine articles-it

prompts investigation and exploration.

will be very educational but present the information
in a familiar writing style. There will also be focus on
the first person narrative - “interview” areas - where
contemporary Oceanic voices can be heard. This will
ensure that the Oceanic perspective is truly an important
part of the exhibition.

Exhibition Overview
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Exhibition Overview
Visit or Walk-Aways

1.

Wow that exhibit was great! I want to learn more about how other cultures can be

2.

Learning about life in Oceania made me think about my own life and culture in a

3.

Seemingly small influences can actually have a really big impact on people

4.

I want to plan a trip to the Oceanic Islands.

5.

I am exposed to other people and ideas all the time - does that shape who I am?

shaped by exposure.

totally different way. We are all so different, but so alike too.

and cultures.

Exhibition Overview
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Gestalt
The physical space of the exhibition will deal with exposure in many ways, just as the content of the exhibition does. Because
the connotations of exposure will vary throughout the exhibition, the tone of the exhibition will vary accordingly. The exhibition
will be unified by overall visual cues and tools that will implore the visitor to make discoveries. The color palette throughout the
exhibition will be warm and intriguing. The use of raw and natural materials in combination with patinated surfaces will make
the exhibition feel worn and weathered, while being strengthened and beautiful. The exhibition will be designed in order to
create restricted views and intentional reveals. What is visible will vary based on how the visitor moves through the
space. In order to see the exhibition fully, the visitor will search and peek to find “hidden layers”. The exhibition
will use strategic cut outs and “peeling back” of structural forms to create the layered feeling of exposure that
the thematic content of the exhibition suggests. Through this active exploration, the visitor will feel a sense of
reveal and surprise and a challenge to understand that things aren’t always what they initially seem.
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Cut Outs
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Weathered

Perspective
Gestalt
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Exhibition Approach
Will has always been a longtime fan
of National Geographic. As a child, he
had poured over the magazines, leaving
them dog-eared with all the places
he dreamed he would someday visit.

As they took the metro into the city from

When he planned a trip to Washington,

his friend’s Rosslyn apartment, Will

DC to reunite with some of his college

saw another ad for the exhibition on his

friends, he made sure to schedule a

farecard. He talked with his friends on

time to get to the National Geographic

the ride in about what they expected to

Museum. A bunch of his friends worked

see at the exhibition. His friend Pete

for international non-profits in the city

had been to the museum before and

and so when he told them about the ad

said that the exhibitions he had seen

he had seen for Exposures: Oceania

there had mixed the photography that

from Contact to Impact in the in-flight

National Geographic was known for

magazine on his United Airlines flight

with anthropological artifacts; as an

into Dulles, they happily agreed to

anthropology major Will was getting

come along.

even more excited.

Walkthrough
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Threshold Experience
When they entered the museum and
Will saw the exhibition from afar, he
was drawn to a dark wood wall with
beams of light coming from behind
it. The wall was backlit through holes
of various shapes and sizes coming
through it as if they were weathered by
wind or water. The wood was entirely
worn away in some spots, allowing the
light behind it to shine through into the
space, and casting a variety of shapes
of light across the floor. The space
inside seemed to glow with the same
kind of light; it looked like the beams
crisscrossed through a hallway. As
Will entered this hallway, he noticed
that although many of the holes were
randomly spaced along the wall, some

of them came together in the center to
spell out the word “EXPOSURE” down
the length of the wall. The wall on
his left obviously had something
different behind it. Although
it had a similar surface
treatment, with the holes
worn into it at scattered
points along its
surface, a much
dimmer light
glowed from
behind it.

Walkthrough
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Entry Experience
As he went to walk past these holes,
he saw something that caught his eye.
Moving closer and peering

Naturally curious and wanting to see
what was ahead, Will continued down

through one in particular,

the ramp and stopped to look through

Will noticed that there

more of the holes along the way. The

was a whole room beyond

next one was much lower (a little over

Will walked ahead, stopping to look in

this wall and leaned in

waist high for him) and he almost had

some of the other holes. He noticed that

closer to see what was

to squat down to look through it. He

instead of cutting straight through to the

was surprised to see a very different

other side, one was filled with some sort

at his eye level and

view from this vantage point. He saw

of lens and he stopped to peer through

through it he saw

what seemed to be some sort of canoe,

it. He figured out that the lens was like

that below him was

suspended in mid air with its nose facing

a telescope, and through it he could

towards him. It appeared to glow with

see the end point of the boat closest to

a warm light, highlighting the complex

him. The detailing of the rope work and

that seemed to be rising out of the floor,

carvings on its surface. It looked so

the paint pattern appeared to be so close

but couldn’t quite get a sense of what

detailed that Will couldn’t wait to get

that he could touch it, and it was just as

the entire space looked like.

closer to check it out.

intricate as he had expected it to be.

there. The hole was

the exhibition. He
could see island-like forms

Walkthrough
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Orientation Area
He emerged from this walkway filled

complex a concept it was, especially in

many of them. He wasn’t quite sold

with shafts of light and the ramp he had

relation to culture. It defined exposure

on the idea yet, but it was starting to

been walking down leveled off. This

as a catalyst for change in the context of

make some sense, and that boat was so

next space was much brighter; clerstory

this exhibition. Will found this definition

interesting that he had to see more.

windows above his head let in some of

really intriguing, while he had thought

consider himself pretty knowledgeable
about geography, he really had no idea
just how big Oceania is. He was also
intrigued about how different these
places are from one another. Even
though they are classified as one region
and share a lot of similar characteristics,

the DC sunlight. Will read the graphic

that being exposed sounded like a really

There was also information in this area

panel to the left of him, which explained

bad thing, the text explained that there

about Oceania itself. Seeing all the

something he had been wondering about

can be a variety of types of exposure

countries that are considered part of the

since hearing the title of exhibition. It

that have a range of connotations, and

region came as a bit of an embarrassing

described the idea of exposure, how

that the exhibition would talk about

revelation to him. Though Will liked to

they really have so many languages,
religions, and stories. Will knew a little
bit about this kind of diversity from
his cultural anthropology background,
and he knew to keep it in mind as he
continued through the exhibition.

Walkthrough
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Icon Experience
Looking below the boat, Will realized
that the exhibition below was in
fact made up entirely of the island
forms he had seen through the holes
before. Seeing the forms in their

were glowing from inside the case.

entirety from this vantage point, the

There were also walls that were coming

room looked like a topographical

up from the sides of the islands and

map; the organic forms rose and fell

a couple that he could see continued

in gradations all around the space.

to reach up towards the ceiling and

The exhibition walls and cases were

swoop over to form overhanging roofs

a variety of shapes and sizes and

that looked like shelters. Will saw that

Rounding the corner he continued down

on them and moving colored lights made

another ramp. To his right, the space

it look like the boat was rocking ever so

seemed to emerge from the floor. The

his friend Pete had gotten ahead of

that he had seen through the holes came

slightly. As he had seen above, the boat

cases were geometric and made out of

him and was walking towards one of

into view. He now saw that pieces of

itself was spot lit, making it the central

wood; they had shapes cut out from

these structures. As Pete disappeared

fabric were stretched from the canoe to

focus of the whole room. Will couldn’t

their bases in a variety of configurations.

underneath, Will wondered what was

the ceiling above his head. There were

help but notice how powerful of an

He could see from this point that the

tucked under there.

beautiful serene images of water printed

image it was.

objects looked like they

Walkthrough
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Inter-Island
The first island that Will descended onto

not all of the interaction was positive,

next island thinking about this idea of

was all about the relationships of the

and the spears and shields that he

conflict, but a beautiful beaded band he

islands with one another. From what he

saw nearby confirmed this. As to be

had walked past caught his eye and he

had seen earlier Will realized that this

expected, there have been times of war

went back to check it out. He learned

wide variety of nations shared cultural

between the Oceanic peoples, and the

that these were arm bands that were

similarities but were also different in

variety of forms in these objects made

used as a way of transporting stories.

exchange the guest would give news of

many ways. However, he hadn’t really

him think that even the wars themselves

The arm bands were given as gifts

their lives to the host. When the host

thought about what the implications

had been changing over time. Will was

when someone travelled to a different

would then give the band to someone

of that would be. The first example he

about to walk down another ramp to the

island, and along with the physical

else on another island, they would tell

saw was a giant carved wooden object

their story as well as that of the person

that after reading about, he learned was

they had received it from. It became a

a slit drum. The slit drum was used

form of communication and contact

in ceremonies, but it was also used to

between families, friends, and strangers

communicate messages between people:

and created a strong network among

carrying information like that was not

these disparate islands. Thinking about

a kind of exposure Will had thought of

how much he loved that idea, Will

much before. Will had a feeling that

continued on.

Walkthrough
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External

Will descended further down a ramp,

different: where it had been printed with

bamboo came from; many of the objects

water when he saw it from above, it was

on this island had to do with changes

now printed with images of the sky on

that were directly caused by exposure to

the underside. It was again lit in a way

colonialism. Turning around, Will saw a

that made it look like it was moving

case behind him that directly showed the

ever so slightly. This gave it an almost

impact of this colonial exposure. Lying

mystical effect. He kept his eye on it as

flat in the case were two tools that

he continued on.

looked like axes. The one on the left

holding on to a banister that was lit

Stepping onto the next platform he

from below, casting a warm glow onto

immediately saw a two foot long piece

the floor below him. His eye, however,

of bamboo in a case in front of him.

was constantly being drawn up towards

He moved around the case to look at it

the boat that was now above him. He

from all angles, but he saw a graphic

realized that everywhere he went in the

panel next to the case that had some

exhibition he was able to see it, and

zoomed in details of some of the images

every new place that he came to gave

on it. The panel also described that the

him a totally different perspective of

images depicted the arrival of colonial

it. From this angle, the fabric looked

settlers in New Caledonia, where the

had a wooden handle and a blade made
out of a white shell, while the one on the

introduced many materials into use.
With the introduction of metal, tools
became much stronger, able to do work
more effectively and last much longer.

right had the exact same wooden handle
and form, but its blade was made out of
a dark metal. The shift in materials was
immediately obvious to Will, but text
alongside of the two tools clarified that
they were actually adzes - traditional
tools used in woodcarving - and that
when Europeans came to Oceania, they

Walkthrough
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External
has long been a concern in the Oceanic

culture, the All Blacks were prepared to

Zeland culture. Things have shifted

region, and that attempts to prevent the

go to South Africa and represent their

greatly since then, and Will learned

spread of worldwide disease into the

country in the World Cup. The South

that the video of the chant was actually

region continues to be a concern today.

African government, however, saw the

from a recent All Blacks match versus

Moving away from these graphics,

All Blacks as a minority group that were

England, where the team came together

Will began to hear what sounded like

not allowed the right of participation,

to perform a Haka, a traditional war

a fierce war chant. As he moved along

and they were turned away. The team

dance, to intimidate the opposing

With this positive effect of exposure

the volume increased, and Will saw

looked to their government to support

team and as a sign of unity. The video

on his mind, Will turned around to

that the sound was coming from a

them, but were disheartened when New

ended and Will continued on. He was

see a wall that dealt with how more

video screen that was playing clips of

Zealand stood behind the South African

beginning to understand the definition of

recent interactions with other cultures

a rugby team. A narrator came on and

decision and did not send the team to

exposure that he had read when he first

continue to shape Oceania into the 21st

described the story of the All Blacks, a

the World Cup. This exposure to a

entered the exhibition: it is a catalyst

century. First he saw a collection of

mostly Maori team from New Zealand.

value system held by another culture

for change; that change itself can evolve

public service ads: posters that warned

She described the team’s intended trip

made the team (and native Maori more

over time, and its effects are

about the dangers of the AIDS virus and

to South Africa during the apartheid

generally) reconsider what their place

long-lasting.

means of prevention. Will read that the

movement in that country. Having long

was in the greater New

introduction of disease from other places

felt accepted as a part of New Zealand
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External

A collection of objects in the next case told
a different narrative of colonization than
the positive effects of new materials seen
in the adzes. Will was slightly disturbed
by a jarring image printed on a small piece

Many of the other objects in this case: a

of paper that was propped up behind glass

mask and a lime spatula were used in the

built into one of the exhibit walls. He saw

same way, taken home as objects of pride

a photograph of a European man seated

for their collectors to show people the

with a collection of severed heads hanging

“primitive” cultures that they had braved

from the wall behind him. The heads were

and conquered. Will continued down the

of preserved examples of Maori men with

ramp to the next level, thinking about how

moko, or facial tattoos, and the man,

Europeans have interpreted these objects

Horatio Robley, purchased them as if they

and, in turn, Oceanic culture.

were souvenirs, pieces to bring home
and show off.

Walkthrough
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Perceptions
They talked all about the idea of

was so ornate and detailed; the red and

perception: that portrayals of the

yellow geometric forms on it were so

Oceanic region and peoples have greatly

precise, he just wanted to reach out and

affected the identity of the region. The

touch them. He noticed that right below

idea of nudity was a prime example.

it he could reach out and touch a replica.

He read all about how the concept of

There were samples of the same types of

tattooing. Although he didn’t have any

Now, Will had to admit that when he

clothing and nudity was totally different

feathers and beads used to make many

tattoos himself, he knew his friend Tim

heard there would be an exhibition

in Oceania, and that physical adornment

of the objects in this case, and he was

did, and called him over from looking at

about exposure in the Pacific Islands he

was a really important cultural element.

excited to be able to also experience

a nearby grass skirt to check out all of

kind of shuddered to think about a dark

A couple of prime examples of this

them physically as he looked at and read

the traditional tattooing instruments and

room filled with photos of native people,

adornment were right in front of him

about each one.

this awesome sculpture of a head that

likely naked, staring into the camera.

nested in one of those overhanging walls

He had been pleasantly surprised so far

he had seen from above. All cultural

to find that not to be the case, and the

issues aside, he was drawn to these

objects and text that he first encountered

objects just for how beautiful they were.

on the next island addressed that

A gorgeous yellow cape made of woven

expectation head on.

feathers caught his eye in particular. It

Other objects on this island dealt with a
range perceptions of the Oceanic region,
and how those perceptions have shaped
and evolved Oceanic identity. Will was

was covered with facial tattoos. They
talked all about this traditional kind of
tattooing, wondering if people were still
getting the same tattoos today.

particularly drawn to the idea of

Walkthrough
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Perceptions
They noticed to their left were some
great photographs that looked modern.
Reading the captions, they learned that
the photos were taken in the early
2000s by a National Geographic

to make contact with the western coast

photographer of Maori people who

of Australia and Hawaii, and could see

are still getting these tattoos, or moko,

that these were his journals from that

today. They are still a very important

exploration. The book was open to

part of many Oceanic cultures, and

one page, but below an iPad had been

while they might seem extreme or

and he loved that he had been able to

imbedded into the case that allowed

foreign to Westerners, are incredibly

see it from so many different angles.

him to flip through images of many of

engrained and sacred for the Maori and

Next to the railing he noticed out of

the other pages of the book. He was

many other native peoples.

the corner of his eye a very small book

completely absorbed in Cook’s stories,

sitting open in a case. He saw that it

almost loosing track of time reading

was signed J. Cook. James Cook! He

about his impressions of this “new”

already knew about Cook from some of

land. Knowing there was still more to

his anthropology classes in college. He

see, he pulled himself away from the

knew that Cook was the first European

book and moved on.

He was about to walk up a ramp to the
next island, but stopped right before
to see the boat again. This was the
closest he had been able to get to it,

Walkthrough
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Water & Land
Walking up the ramp to the next island,
Will was thinking about Cook’s long
journey across the ocean: how he long
it must have taken him to get there
and the vast amount of sea that lays
between the islands themselves. On the
next platform, it became clear to him

showed how dependent on the water

that this island was actually about this

many of the cultures are: understanding

relationship with water. He could see

tides and swells is key for trade and

more National Geographic images on

survival. Conversely, a weather charm

the walls: these photographs were more

showed how exposure to water could

tropical looking, depicting ocean scenes.

really be a hindrance; it is often part of

The more he thought about it, exposure

their religions to be attentive to water

to water must be a really complicated

conditions in order to try to prevent

part of this region. Ocean itself was in

navigational disasters. The relationship

the name of the geographical area after

of these islands with the land and

all! Objects like a navigational chart

water that they occupied really was a

(and even the boat overhead) clearly

complicated one.

Walkthrough
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Sun

Continuing on, he was drawn to a warm

dishes, like the food bowl on display.

light coming from down the ramp

He saw his friend Ben watching a

ahead. He walked down it and found

video and trying out different weaving

himself surrounded on all sides by glass,

techniques that Yap women use to make

the sunny summer day streaming in.

baskets after the fibers have been dried

Appropriately enough, the objects in

out by the sun. He read that in the

this area were all related to Oceania’s

region today, exposure to the sun often

complex relationship with the sun. He

needs to be avoided; skin cancer rates

saw that the sun was often used as a

are extremely high, and prevention and

tool: drying plant fibers for weaving and

protection are an important health focus.

drying out wood for eating utensils and

Walkthrough
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Conclusion
Will turned to make his way to the exit.

stories about Oceania that he had seen,

down a ramp onto the last island, he saw

He began thinking about how much he

but also began to think about how they

a large screen on the wall in front of him

had seen in the exhibition about the idea

could relate to his own life.

showing the world with the continents

of exposure. He loved the objects and

The idea that exposure was a force that
caused change in cultures was really a
universal one, and as he descended

filled in with in blue, green, and orange,
all swirling together. He saw his buddy
Pete was already there, switching

(like in that film about the All Blacks).

back and forth between using the

He and Pete talked about it: Pete thought

large touchscreen itself and a monitor

it was cross-cultural exposure. He

positioned in front of the interactive.

pointed out that America is known as

Will went up to Pete asked him what

the melting pot for a reason: so many

it was all about. Pete described that

cultural heritage traditions have been

the program had asked him to vote on

incorporated from other places; it really

what forces of exposure he felt had most

has defined what America is. While he

shaped his own culture: Environmental

agreed, Will also thought about the idea

Exposure (like sun and water in

of Perception. What were things that

Oceania), Exposure to Perceptions (like

people have thought about America that

exoticism), or Cross-cultural Exposure

have really shaped national identity?

Walkthrough
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Conclusion
He thought about these illustrations
he remembered having seen of the
Boston tea party that were made during
the American Revolution. They were
distributed in London at the time and

in front of them started swirling, and

portrayed the events taking place in

Will saw Pete's patch of orange (the

America very negatively. Portrayals

color designated for Cross-Cultural)

like this clearly had an impact on the

increase in the American portion of

Revolution, which in turn was one of

the map. Before submitting his choice,

the defining aspects of the development

Will spent a little time scrolling through

of American culture. Will watched Pete

some of the other responses. He could

vote for Cross-Cultural Exposure, type

sort them by country or by topic, and

up a brief description of why he thought

after going through a bunch of the

it was the most important, and submit it.

other responses visitors had left for

As soon as he did, the map on the screen

Perceptions, he felt even more confident
in his decision. He submitted his
response and exited the exhibition to
meet up with his friends.

Walkthrough
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Cotton
Pa t i na t e d

Wa l nut

Flo o ring

Copper

Wood F in ish es

Co r k Ru bbe r

Exhibition Elements
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Exhibition Logo
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Exhibition Color Palette
C

55

C

0

C

0

C

0

M 100

M 0

M 0

M 0

Y

60

Y

0

Y

0

Y

0

K

35

K

80

K

70

K

0

C

45

C

88

C

70

C

100

M 0

M 70

M 42

M 50

Y

25

Y

50

Y

43

Y

10

K

0

K

0

K

0

K

37

C

0

C

24

C

39

C

0

M 25

M 79

M 74

M 0

Y

100

Y

100

Y

100

Y

0

K

0

K

0

K

0

K

100

C

87

C

100

C

62

C

87

M 62

M 14

M 65

M 80

Y

72

Y

21

Y

45

Y

19

K

0

K

54

K

0

K
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Typographic Treaments
Helvetica_ Main Title

Dinmed_ Sub Title

Times_ Body

ABCDEFGHIJKLMN
OPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmn
opqrstuvwxyz

ABCDEFGHIJKLMN
OPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmn
opqrstuvwxyz

ABCDEFGHIJKLMN
OPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmn
opqrstuvwxyz

ABCDEFGHIJKLMN
OPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmn
opqrstuvwxyz
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Graphic Panel Treatments

C a pt ion

S u n Ar ea L ab l e

Tom s t one

Wa t e r A r e a Pa ne l

Graphics
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Interpretive Plan
Visitors will arrive at Exposure: Oceania from

● Inter-island exposure

these cultures and those of Europe, Asia, and America.

Contact to Impact with their own understandings of

● Exposure from cultures outside Oceania

Objects like yam masks, feather capes, and adzes will

what “exposure” is. The exhibition will introduce

● Sun exposure

expose the visitor to a unique way of life.

the idea that exposure is a catalyst for change. It will

● Water exposure

Due to the discussion of nudity and a 19th century

then facilitate learning about how different types of

● Exposure to perceptions

photograph of human heads, there will be an advisory

exposure have shaped and continue to shape both

● Reflection and synthesis

label at the exhibition entrance to warn visitors of
sensitive content.

numerous Oceanic cultures and Oceania as a whole.
Understanding the world’s cultures through the lens

The voice of the exhibition will mirror that of a

The exhibition is visitor-centered. Objects and

of Oceania will show the visitor how exposure to

contemporary National Geographic Magazine article.

concepts will be presented in a way that visitors find

outside forces shapes every person and culture. By

Much of the exhibition’s text will echoe an objective

understandable and relatable, so that each visitor is able

encouraging introspection and cultural comparisons, the

author with a journalistic tone, but there will also be

to make their own meaning.

exhibition can fuel visitors’ empathy for those of other

plenty of “interviews,” where current Oceanic voices

Our primary audience is comprised of globally-

backgrounds and ethnicities.

are heard.

aware adults who have an interest in any or all of the

The story will be built around a collection of Oceanic

following: sociology, globalization, anthropology,

T he re are seven ma in compone nt s of t he

objects and photographs that show different aspects of

archaeology, and history. These visitors will have an

e xhi b i ti on’s story

life in the Pacific, as well as the connections between

interest in travel, and enjoy learning about new cultures.

● Introduction to “Exposure”

different Oceanic cultures, and the connections between

Our secondary audience is made up of tourists

Education Plan
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Interpretive Plan
in Washington, D. C. The area is popular with

Text panels will also describe inter-island, external, sun,

and as an individual, as they move through the exhibit.

international tourists, and it is a temporary home for

water, and perception exposure. Some of the individual

An optional cell-phone tour will provide visitors with

many diplomats, journalists, and workers from all over

and groups of objects will also have larger text panels,

additional information, as well as providing interviews

the world. Our team desires that people from a variety

while others will have individual captions. A text panel

and music to better immerse visitors in the subject

of backgrounds and cultures are able to view, interact,

will close out the exhibition next to the conclusion

matter. This will be particularly useful to solo visitors

and leave a mark on our exhibition, while rethinking

interactive. The “interview” areas previously referenced

who may not have the opportunity to engage fellow

how exposure has shaped their lives. National

will be text panels which have first person accounts of

visitors in conversation about these ideas. Family-

Geographic is also an internationally known brand.

current Oceanic individuals.

friendly docent tours will also be offered each weekend

Finally, families make up our tertiary audience. Many

After visiting Exposure: Oceania from Contact to

day at 2:00 pm.

of the tourists staying in Washington, D. C. are families.

Impact, the visitor will reflect upon their understanding

Programming will either take place in the existing

Some of our programming is aimed for children so that

of cultural exposure and how the world is connected by

exhibit space, the lobby, or in the National Geographic

they feel included in the exhibition.

people, places, and ideas.

Museum’s courtyard.

Text panels and labels will not only interpret how the

The overall feeling of the exhibition will be inquisitive.

The majority of additional programming will be

collection relates to Oceania’s exposure, but also how

Visitors will be encouraged to discover information

directed towards a variety of visitor types. These

different types of exposure have affected Oceania’s

about Oceania through their own exploration of the

diverse and dynamic events will engage visitors while

cultures over time. An introductory panel will explain

space. It is also introspective. Visitors will be able to

educating them on the concept of cultural exposure as

the concept of exposure as it relates to the exhibition.

constantly reexamine their own makeup, as a culture

well as Oceania. They will include:

Education Plan
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Te am O ceania !: Monthly Quiz zos

also learn how dance has recorded history, religion,

E x p r es s Yo u r s el f: Ta t t o o i n g A r t

The popular question and answer game gets an island

and societal practice in different Pacific locations.

Even though children are not our primary audience,

twist in Team Oceania! Quizzo. Visitors will arrive at

An instructor and a drummer will not only teach

we will still provide this program for families on

the National Geographic Museum at 6:00, and spend an

participants, but also create a festive atmosphere. This

weekends in the courtyard. Visitors will learn about

hour and a half enjoying and learning from the exhibit.

program will be most effective for physical and social

the significance of tattooing in Maori and Samoan

At 7:30, guests will be seated in the lobby area, where

learners.

cultures and view types of designs. One educator will

a cash bar is offered. Staff members will facilitate the

face-paint using the shown motifs. Visitors will also

Oceania-themed Quizzo game, ensuring that visitors

C ine m a t ic E x pos ur e : Fi l m an d Tal k S er i es

be encouraged to paint “tattoos” on paper that tell their

have a fun and memorable time. The program’s aim is

There are quite a few movies that take place throughout

accomplishments and history.

to create a competitive spirit that enhances the overall

Oceania, and they reveal different perceptions of the

educational experience.

people who live there. Every month a different movie
will be screened, after which the curator will discuss

Is l and Bea ts: Dance Pa rty Wor k s hops

how different cultures were portrayed, and how the

Dance is an extremely important element of many

movie was received. Movies will include Once Were

different Oceanic cultures. Adults will learn both the

Warriors, South Pacific, and Whale Rider. This program

moves and the stories behind different types of Pacific

will be attractive to a diverse audiences, but will be

dance so that they can practice to live music. They will

especially so to an older and more traditional crowd.

Education Plan
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Story Board
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Front End Evaluation Analysis
Our team conducted an evaluation to better inform our evolving exhibition.

Our second question asked subjects to rate their interest, 1 being least interesting

The evaluation’s first goal was to test our current title, “Oceania: Islands Exposed.”

and 7 being most interesting, on a list of subjects. The subjects were “sociology,”

Before the survey, critical feedback mentioned that this title hinted at cultural

“anthropology,” “globalization,” “cross-cultural exchange,” and “learning about

exploitation, which was not the team’s intention. The second goal was to explore the
public’s reaction to the terminology of “exposed” and “cultural exposure.” We wished
to see whether people viewed these terms as positive, negative, or neutral. The final
goal was to gauge the public’s knowledge of and interest in Oceania, and in fields that
relate to our exhibition.
We conducted a total of 52 surveys. Many of our subjects were friends, family, and
acquaintances, resulting in a certain homogeneity. Our average subject was female,
caucasian, aged 19-34 with at least a 4-year college degree.
Our first question was “Are you familiar with the term ‘Oceania.’” It was an
open-ended query which we later coded into four answer groups: water, geography,
unknown, and other. 30 people knew that the term referred to a geographic area and
11 admitted that they were not sure. Of those who did not equate it with geography, 9
thought it referred to water and aquatic life, and two thought it meant something
completely different.
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Oceania.” “Cross-cultural exchange” rated most highly, with a tied “sociology” and

This may be due to the actual sound and cadence of the title rather than

“anthropology” coming closely in second. “Learning about Oceania” was rated third,

the connotation or meaning.

while “globalization” was rated least interesting.

Our fifth and sixth questions were open ended: “What would you expect to see in an

Our third question was also open ended: “What does ‘cultural exposure’ mean to you?”

exhibition with that title” and “What would you like to see in an exhibition with that

Both “exposed” and “exposure” have been highly contentious in the early stages of

title.” We attempted to code the answers into “boats,” “artifacts,” “photography,”

considering our exhibit. We wished to see how other people view these terms.

and “other,” but the answers were very diverse for both. Artifacts were very

Surprisingly, the majority of responses were positive. Answers included “Seeing the

popular for both questions, but most people replied “other.” The attached spreadsheet

world from different perspectives,” “being aware of different cultures and their

documents their different suggestions, which range from “agricultural history” to

customs,” “broadening horizons through different traditions,” and “travel.” There were

“geology” to “daily life.”

a few answers which included the words “colonization” and “globalization,” which

Much of our evaluation data is inconclusive and possibly suspect due to the lack of

have more negative connotations, but these were in the minority.

diversity of respondents. Still, we can conclude that cross-cultural exchange is a

Our fourth question tested our current title. “Which exhibition title do you find most

popular and interesting subject, that “cross-cultural exchange” has a more positive

appealing: a) Oceania: Islands Exposed, b) Oceania: Multiple Exposures, c) Shaping

connotation than originally thought, and that artifacts will always be a welcome

Oceania: Multiple Exposures, or d) none of these. Previous feedback to our current title

addition to a museum exhibition. We may need to do further research and testing on

(a) has been negative, and we considered whether “exposure” sounded more

our title, since respondents’ enthusiasm for “Oceania: Islands Exposed” is in direct

neutral a word than “exposed.” Our evaluation, however, shows that 34 people (65%)

opposition of professional views. If we do further test, we will aim for a more

preferred it to the other choices. 8 answered that they did not like any of the choices.

diverse response.
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Front End Evaluation Data
Question 4_ Title Test

Question 1_The Term "Oceania"

80.00

60.00

60.00

45.00

40.00

30.00

20.00

15.00

0.00

0.00

A

Oceania: Islands Exposed

A

Water

B

Oceania: Multiple Exposures

B

Geography

C

Shaping Oceania: Multiple Exposures

C

I don't know

D

None of these

D

Other
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Development Plan
| In d i vi dua l Gif ts |

connecting people from diverse communities. Their

We will be seeking donations and gifts from individuals

support will greatly help the advertising campaign, spe-

who are members of the National Geographic Museum,

cial events, and the traveling plan for the exhibit. The

as well as those who have given in the past to support

cities that will host the exhibition as it travels, are also

the museum’s mission.

hubs for United Airlines. This sponsorship allows the
museum to advertise in United Airlines’ Hemispheres

| P re s e nted by |

magazine, airport terminals, and baggage claim. In ex-

The National Geographic Society’s mission is Inspiring

change, the United Airlines logo will be featured on all

people to care about the planet since 1888, and through

printed and digital marketing materials.

their support the National Geographic Museum is able
to bring the exhibit to life. As the presenter of this exhibit all National Geographic Society components will
be effective in marketing and presenting this exhibit.
United Airlines is also a primary presenter of the exhibit. As the world’s leading airline this corporation
is committed to being a responsible global citizen and

Baggage Claim_Washington, Dulles International Airport

United Airlines Hemispheres Magazine Website

Marketing Plan
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Development Plan
| P re mi er Sponsors |

Toyota Motor Corporation is a premier sponsor for the
exhibit and has given generously to advertising, events,
and operational support. Toyota is a large corporate
sponsor of the National Geographic Society and all of
its components, including the National Geographic Museum. This on-going relationship will be strengthened
by a continuation of featuring the Toyota logo on digital
and printed marketing materials.
Crowne Plaza Hotels and Resorts chain is a premier
sponsor for the National Geographic’s Evening of Exploration Gala, as well as advertising for the exhibit in
their hotels. In exchange for their corporate support,
their logo will be featured on digital and printed marketing materials.

Hotel Door Hanger Ad. (Front and Back Side)
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| Fou nd a tion Sponsors |

preservation of Melanesian culture. They also have a

South Pacific. This exhibit supports their dedication to

The MacArthur Foundation is supporting the construc-

history of supporting organizations whose purpose is

such programming.

tion, care, and maintenance of the exhibit. This financial

to promote the contemporary culture of Oceania in the

sponsorship aligns with their mission of conserving

wider Western world.

global cultures and enables them to broaden their al-

| Ben ef i c i ar y |

The exhibit is dedicated to giving back to the Pacific
The David and Lucille Packard Foundation is providing

Islands and supporting research of the Oceanic cultures.

major unrestricted support for the exhibit, as it furthers

With this in mind, 3% of all purchases made of exhibit

The Christensen Fund is providing major financial sup-

their mission of funding scientific efforts that improve

specific merchandise will be donated to the University

port for the Evening of Exploration Gala Event, as well

the human condition. They have given in the past to

of South Pacific Research Clusters. Specifically, these

as other support for the exhibit. This sponsorship aligns

other institutions, for program development on sub-

financial donations will help the Research Cluster dedi-

with their mission because they are very active in the

ject matters related to Australia, New Zealand, and the

cated to Pacific Cultures and Societies.

ready wide scope of cultural regions they support.
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Integrated Communications
| C re ati ve Ma rketing Design |

conducted to better understand the targeted primary

The creative design elements of this strategic campaign

and secondary audiences (both sharing common psy-

reflect the tone taken throughout the exhibition. The

chographic traits of global mindedness) the marketing

marketing material employ organic elements conveyed

campaign will operate without an over-arching tagline

through a clean, transparent, and natural aesthetic. Im-

and slogan. This is based on the a-typical content pre-

ages from The National Geographic Society, known for

sented and the existing global reputation of the National

its photography, were chosen to engage the audience

Geographic network. Room to digest and understand

through a simplistic reveal of the cultural uniqueness

individual cultural exposures are answered by present-

of the Pacific islands. The utilized images represent the

ing little text throughout the campaign, emphasizing

various content areas throughout the exhibition space

Oceania’s role as a cultural lens to the greater concept

(inter-island, external, sun etc.), reflecting the various

of exposure.

forms of exposure presented. The layering treatment

techniques and displays.

Capital Bikeshare Pass

Capital Bikeshare is enabling their user card, bike seats,

was chosen to affirm the “pealing back” look and feel

| Mar ke t ing Re lat ion s h i p s |

and wheel covers to display exhibit information. This

of the text panels throughout the exhibition and act as

The National Geographic Museum is cultivating a mar-

will allow marketing to reach a wide audience, as well

a connector for cohesion between all graphic aspects of

keting relationship with Capital BikeShare and Whole

as create a relationship with Capital Bikeshare. This

the exhibition. The creative strategy does not employ

Foods Markets. These collaborators will help spread the

relationship will be fostered by the inclusion of the

a slogan or tagline treatment. Through market research

word about the exhibit through site-specific marketing

Bikeshare logo on some marketing material.
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Whole Foods Markets are allowing rack cards and

| Adve r t is ing |

displays in their grocery stores in Washington, D.C.

Baltimore Sun. This aspect of the campaign is designed

The Washington Metro Pass will feature the exhibit

to reach the local audience in the DC Metro area. A

logo as its image for the duration of the exhibition. Pa-

three-page spread will be featured in Travel and Leisure

trons of Whole Foods Markets will find informational

Magazine, as well as National Geographic Magazine.

rack cards arranged throughout the stores produce sec-

A National Geographic Magazine feature story and

tion, specifically placed in proximity to fruits and veg-

cover design will be devoted to the exhibition during

etables native to the Pacific region.

the opening month. This ad strategy is intended to reach

Printed advertisements will appear in regional news-

travelers, both domestic and internationally, as well as

| P u b l i c Rela tions |

papers and magazines, such as DC Life Magazine, the

avid supporters of the National Geographic Society.

The museum will host a publicity event for members

Washingtonian, the Washington City Paper, and the

A replica canoe, the exhibitions icon element, will be

and host cities. The Whole Foods logo will be placed
on some marketing material so the relationship can be
strengthened. In addition, some products sold at Whole
Foods, that represent Oceanic cultures, will be available
for purchase at the museum gift shop.

of regional media outlets to generate press, prior to the
public opening of the exhibition. Press Releases and
Media Alerts will be distributed through PRNewswire,
Reuters, and other similar outlets over an 8-month period. Newsletters, highlighting exhibit features, will be
distributed to current museum database.

Travel+Leisure Three Page Ad.
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placed on the national mall between the Lincoln Memo-

the exhibit around the city. Clues and coordinates will

lead participants to the front steps of the National Geo-

rial and the museum.

be found at the canoe installation in the park, Metro

graphic Museum. This promotion seeks to entice visi-

Stations, Sweet Green Restaurants, and will ultimately

tors by giving them a chance to explore the city and

| M arke t ing Promotions |

Promotions will be used to entice visitors to visit some
new places around the city and try some new programs
that will hopefully foster their interest in the exhibit.
Sweet Green Restaurant is a salad and frozen yogurt
restaurant that seeks to use only sustainable practices.
Their menu includes some items native to the Oceanic
countries. Patrons to this restaurant chain will receive a
coupon for discounted tickets. The purpose of this promotion is to encourage people, after trying some native
foods, to learn more about the culture and the exhibit.

TRAVEL...
with us and explore the
flavors of the Pacific
Islands. Continue the
experience with
at the National
Geographic Museum.

Presented by

With major support from

Exhibit Open April 2013-October 2013
Recieve discounted
Museum ticket
with purchase of
signature item,
ask for details!

A special GeoTour, created through the program Geocaching, will send searchers to various places related to
Sweetgreen Restaurant Banner Ad.
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Integrated Communications
examine how their travels have affected their perceptions of the exhibit.
| In te rnet Marketing |

Social media outlets such as Facebook and Twitter will
be utilized to promote the exhibit and corresponding
programming. The websites utilized will be Cultural
Tourism DC, and the National Geographic Society’s
webpage, related tumblr, National Geographic Daily,

Oceania from Contact to Impact

and the blog site. In addition, a Pandora Radio station

May 2013

Now Open in
Washington, D.C.
Buy Tickets >

will be created that plays indigenous and contemporary
Oceanic music, and audio pop-up ads will be featured.

Exhibits for Today, May 01, 2013
Exposure, WASHINGTON, D.C.
April 10 2013 - October 10, 2013

Buy Tickets
Oceania from Contact to Impact

Pirates, ST. Paul, MN
February 18, 2013 - Septemberber 3, 2013

Buy Tickets

● iSnap Phone Application

By photographing events, scenes, and objects of their
daily lives, users and visitors are able to share examples

National Geographic Musuem Webpage

National Geographic Musuem Tumblr

of change in their lives. In keeping with this exhibi-

Marketing Plan
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they find most compelling within the app and in the

illustrate cross-cultural contact, diverse perceptions,

exhibition. The most popular photograph each day will

● Exclusive Press Event

and natural elements they encounter in their lives. Users

be featured prominently on the National Geographic’s

An exclusive evening event tailored to members of

and visitors will also be able to vote on which photos

website.

NATGEO

website.

NATGEO

Vote
Vote

Photoalbum
Photoalbum

Oceania from Contact to Impact

prominently on the National Geographic’s

prominently on the National Geographic’s

to share examples of change in their lives. In
keeping with this exhibition, users will be

will experience docent led tours through the exhibition

prompted to take photographs that illustrate

cross-cultural contact, diverse perceptions, and
natural elements they encounter in their lives.
Users and visitors will also be able to vote on

which photos they find most compelling within

space, a lecture from a renowned George Washington

the app in the exhibition. The most popular
photograph each day will be featured

NATGEO

University Professor of Anthropology, curatorial talks,
NATGEO

website.

website.

prominently on the National Geographic’s

and a special preview of the Museums Educational Department programming, Island Beats. The first 50 members of the Press to RSVP will receive IPOD Nano’s,
donated by Apple Inc. The programmed IPODS will

iSnap Phone
Application Icon

NATGEO

photograph each day will be featured

of their daily lives, users and visitors are able

photograph each day will be featured

the app in the exhibition. The most popular

public opening of the exhibit. Members of the Press

By photographing events, scenes, and objects

the app in the exhibition. The most popular

which photos they find most compelling within

Oceania from Contact to Impact

which photos they find most compelling within

Users and visitors will also be able to vote on

regional media outlets will be held prior to the official

Users and visitors will also be able to vote on

natural elements they encounter in their lives.

natural elements they encounter in their lives.

Oceania from Contact to Impact

cross-cultural contact, diverse perceptions, and

cross-cultural contact, diverse perceptions, and

prompted to take photographs that illustrate

prompted to take photographs that illustrate

keeping with this exhibition, users will be

keeping with this exhibition, users will be

to share examples of change in their lives. In

to share examples of change in their lives. In

of their daily lives, users and visitors are able

of their daily lives, users and visitors are able

By photographing events, scenes, and objects

By photographing events, scenes, and objects

Oceania from Contact to Impact

Photoalbum
Photoalbum

Oceania from Contact to Impact

Oceania from Contact to Impact

| E ven t s |

Oceania from Contact to Impact

Vote
Vote

tion, users will be prompted to take photographs that

feature native and contemporary music from the Pacific
islands. Appetizers and refreshments will be served.
● The 2nd Annual Evening of Exploration,
Exploring Oceania

iSnap Phone Application Text Panel

iSnap Phone Application Launch Image
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from the event benefit the National Geographic’s

The National Geographic Society
cordially invites you
to the

2nd Annual Evening of Exploration Gala
Exploring Oceania

SAVE
THE
DATE

Emerging Explorers and Explorers Program. The over-

presents

2nd Annual Evening of Exploration Gala

all theme of the event will reflect natural elements and

Exploring Oceania

SATURDAY JUNE 8, 2013

support and eco-friendly and globally aware aesthetic

IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE FEATURED EXHIBIT

IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE FEATURED EXHIBIT

using re-used elements in the design. Native cuisine and

AT THE NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC MUSEUM
APRIL - AUGUST 2013

drinks will be served, so guests can explore the flavors

For more information, please visit
www.nationalgeographic.org/Gala2013

AT THE NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC MUSEUM

SATURDAY JUNE 8, 2013
THE NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC SOCIETY
1145 17TH STREET N.W.
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20036

Black Tie
Featuring Dinner, Dancing, Silent Auction,
and a Performance by The MTV Award Nominated Band
GOTYE
Proceeds benefit the National Geographic Emerging Explorers
and Explorers Programs.
Please RSVP By Sunday May 19, 2013
Seating is limited and available as determined by
the post mark date on the RSVP with payment
enclosed. Please invite your guests ONLY after
purchase confirmation from the National
Geographic. For more information, please visit
www.nationalgeographic.org/Gala2013

of the Pacific region. A silent auction will feature vaca-

12

tion packages sponsored by United Airlines and Crowne

DID YOU KNOW?
The Hawaiian male nobility wore
feather cloaks and capes for
ceremonies and battle. They
consisted of fibre netting made
in straight rows, with pieces
joined and cut to form the
desired shape.

HAWAII

Large numbers of feathered
cloaks and capes were given as
gifts to the sea captains and
their crews who were the earliest
European visitors to Hawaii.
Some of these attractive items
would then have passed into the
hands of the wealthy patrons
who financed their voyages.

Plaza Hotels and Resorts, two major sponsors of the
event and the exhibition. Limited edition photographs
by National Geographic photographer, Stephen Alvarez
Maketing Graphics for Gala

will be available and Toyota Motor Corporation will donate a new 2014 Prius. The evening will conclude with

The National Geographic Society’s 2nd Annual Eve-

will act as an immersion experience, allowing over 400

dancing, 2013 Explorers Awards, and a performance

ning of Exploration Gala, Exploring Oceania, brings the

guests to see, taste, hear, and touch, elements of Ocea-

by the MTV Award nominated Australian band, Gotye.

cultural vibrancies of the Pacific islands to Washington,

nia, while supporting the National Geographic Society’s

Guests will leave with gift bags featuring jewelry by Na

D.C. The exclusive event, held on June 8, 2013,

commitment to research and exploration. All proceeds

Hoku, and items donated by Whole Foods.
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Exhibition Travel Plan
Traveling Plan

focuses on natural and cultural heritage.

| Exh i b i t Travel Pla n |

The National Geographic
Museum often designs its
The Burke Museum of Natural History & Culture
Seatle, WA

exhibits to travel the country. The host institutions
were
The Field Museum

The exhibit will fly from Seattle to Taitung, Taiwan,

chosen based on their mission, museum exhibits, rela-

where the traveling route concludes. In Taiwan the

Chicago, IL

The Denver Museum of Nature & Science
Denver, CO
The National Geographic Museum
Washington D.C.

tionship with local colleges and universities, and their

exhibit will be on display at the National Museum of

National Museum
of Prehistory
location in the
country.
In addition
these museums will
國 The

Pre-History. Not only is this museum located near the

be very helpful in creating awareness for the exhibit.

Pacific Islands featured in the exhibit, but it is also a

立
臺
灣
史
前
文
化
博
物
館

Taitung, Taiwan

popular tourist and traveller destination for people coming from or going to the Pacific Islands and Australia.

This exhibit will make its first stop along the travel
route at the Field Museum in Chicago, Illinois. The

and is located in a city to which our target audience

Field Museum was chosen because of its interdisciplin-

gravitates.

ther the scope of audience and the impact of this ex-

ary approach to cultural anthropology and the physical
earth.

This traveling route and host institutions will help fur-

After Colorado the exhibit will travel to Seattle, Wash-

hibit.

ington where it will be on display at the Burke Museum
From there, it will travel to the Denver Museum of Na-

of Natural History and Culture. This institution has a

| A m er i c a n s wi t h Di s ab i l i t i es A c t

ture and Science in Denver, Colorado. This host institu-

strong relationship with the University of Washington

C o m p l i an c e Pl a n |

tion is a leading resource for informal science education

and thus provides access to our target audience. It also

This comprehensive staff-training guide is intended to
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Exhibition Travel Plan
ensure that visitor services, marketing materials, and the

| C om pone nt s |

museum merchandise shop are universally accessible

● Introduction to the Americans with Disabilities Act

by people with disabilities. The following components

● Exposure: Oceania from Contact to Impact

are designed to give staff an understanding of how to

● Service Animals in the Museum

interact and best serve people with disabilities, whether

● Mobility Devices

they are conversing on the phone or through email, or

● Ticketing, Reservations, and Accommodations

have come into the gallery space. The National Geo-

● Digital content

graphic Museum hopes that this compliance plan will

● Marketing Materials

help it, and other institutions that are hosting Exposure:

● Museum Store

Oceania from Contact to Impact, ensure that the exhibit

● Etiquette and terms to remember

content, marketing materials, and programs are available and informative for people with physical or mental
disabilities.

ADA Plan Cover
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Collections Management Plan
| H i s to ry of the Collection |

| S c ope of c olle c t ion |

it themes is dependent on the story that the object can

This collection is comprised of artifacts representative

The majority of the collection is the property of the Na-

help tell. The objects have been sorted into these themes

of the diverse cultures found among the Pacific Island

tional Geographic Museum. These objects were chosen

based on their best representation of the theme and their

people. Some belong to the National Geographic Muse-

because of their representation of the Oceanic culture

relationship with other objects in the collection.

um and others have been generously loaned from vari-

and connection to exhibit themes. Other artifacts exhib-

Element code system:

ous cultural institutions. The collection is categorized

ited are on loan from institutions such as the Metropoli-

The identification of the object will be numerical. This

under the following categories: external influences,

tan Museum of Art, the Yale Peabody Museum of Natu-

will be determined by the source of the object, the iden-

perceptions, inter-island contact, water, and the sun.

ral History, and the Museum of New Zealand, to name a

tification number, and the area in which it is displayed

few. The collection includes clothing, art, navigational

in the exhibit.

| C ol l e c t ion Mission |

charts, and contemporary photographs. These objects

The Collections Management Plan is focused on the

are used in the exhibit to demonstrate the themes and

For example: NG.INT.001

preservation of the artifacts and ensuring the proper

place them in a material culture context.

NG= National Geographic collection

care and display in the exhibit Exposure: Oceania from

INT= Inter-Island

Contact to Impact. In addition, its goal is to provide the

| Ra t iona le of c olle c t i o n |

proper content and context through which the objects

These objects were chosen specifically because of their

can be interpreted.

individual characteristics that align with the exhibit

The first section is the object’s owner, the second sec-

mission and themes. Their categorization into the exhib-

tion is the theme to which the object belongs in the

001= identifying number
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Collections Management Plan
exhibit, and the last section is the identification number.

| O bj e c t phot ogra phy, C o n d i t i o n r ep o r t |

Cataloging of each object in exhibition, including

Photography without a flash is allowed in the galleries.

“Loans”

A condition report will be conducted on each object

Objects are catalogued into the following exhibit main

when it is first acquired for the exhibit and when the

themes: Environmental forces, Cross-cultural influenc-

exhibit is packed up for travel. This report will include

es, and Perceptions. The secondary themes are: external

the object’s condition, proper care, an accompanying

influences, perceptions, inter-island contact, water, and

photo and description, as well as any tips for proper

the sun.

conservation.

| O b je c t Codes |

| A c c e s s ion num be r s y s t em |

Type of Object

Object/Artifac

OB

First

		

Archival Material

AM

		

Replica

RC

		

		

Prop

PR

Second part

Oceania from Contact to Impact

Collections
Management Plan
,

National Geographic

NG

Loan/ borrow objec

LO

Ext ernal

EXT

Per ceptions

PER
INT

Exhibition

In Case

CS

		

Inter-Island

Element

Pedestal/Platform

PD

		

Water

WAT

Code

Wall Mounted

WM

		

Sun

SUN

		

Suspension

SP

		

Ico n/overlap

OTH

Collections Plan Cover
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Object List
Accession#

Object Name

Object Type

Display Code

Materials

Size

NG.SUN.001

Food Bowl

OB

PD

Clay/Pigment/Plant Fiber

H:15 cm L: 33cm W:19.5 cm

NG.INT.002

Arm Ring

OB

CS

Tridacna Shell

H: 6 cm L: 11 cm W:11 cm

NG.INT.003

Arm Band

OB

CS

Plant Fiber/Glass

L: 24 cm W:2.5 cm

NG.SUN.004

Net bag

OB

CS

Plant Fiber

H: 40 cm W:84 cm

NG.EXT.005

Mask

OB

PD

Wood/Pigment

H: 63.5 cm W:17 cm

NG.EXT.006

Bamboo Tube

OB

CS

Bamboo

L: 70.5 cm W:5 cm Outside Diamater: 5cm

NG.INT.007

Currency

OB

CS

Stone

H: 5 cm L: 6 cm W:1 cm

NG.EXT.008

Adze

OB

CS

Shell/Wood/Plant Fiber

L: 50.5 cm W:31 cm

NG.EXT.009

Adze

OB

CS

Metal/Wood/Plant Fiber

L: 39 cm W: 20.3cm

NG.PER.010

Sash

OB

PD

Banana Fiber/Cotton

L: 172 cm W: 11.5cm

NG.SUN.011

Waist Band

OB

CS

Bark Cloth/Pigment

L:324 cm W:13 cm

NG.SUN.012

Betel Basket

OB

CS

Pandanus/Sea Turtle Shell

H: 25cm W:48.5 cm

NG.SUN.013

Cloak

OB

CS

Flax/Feather

L:105.5 cm W:132cm

NG.PER.014

Cape

OB

CS

Feather/Plant Fiber

L:37 cm W: 75 cm

NG.INT.015

Spear

OB

CS

Wood/Plant Fiber

H:50 cm L:2 cm W:2 cm

NG.PER.016

Penis Sheath

OB

CS

Gourd/Lizard Skin/Plant Fiber

W:11.5 cm
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Object List
Accession#

Object Name

Object Type Displayed Code Materials

Size

NG.PER.017

Penis Gourd

OB

CS

Wood

N/A

NG.PER.018

Carved Head

OB

PD

Wood/Shell

L:26.5 cm W: 14 cm

NG.EXT.019

Lime Spatula

OB

CS

Wood

H: 2.3 cm L:31.7 cm W:3.3 cm

NG.EXT.020

Lime Spatula

OB

CS

Wood

H:1.7cm L:27.3 cm W:3 cm

NG.EXT.021

Yam Mask

OB

PD

Pith/Peel/Pigment

H:53 cm W:20cm

NG.INT.022

Slit Drum

OB

PD

Wood/Pigment

H: 35cm L: 179.5 cm W:27 cm

NG.WAT.023

Navigational Chart

OB

CS

Wood/Shell

L:92 cm W:89 cm

NG.INT.024

Shield

OB

WM

Wood/Pigment

L:125 cm W: 55 cm

NG.INT.025

Shield

OB

PD

Wood/Feather/Peel

L:150.5 cm W:34 cm

NG.WAT.026

Beyond the Blue Horizon

AM

WM

Photographic paper

N/A

NG.WAT.027

Beyond the Blue Horizon

AM

WM

Photographic paper

N/A

LO.OTH.028

Vaka (Canoe) Tauhunu

OB

PR

Shell/Wood/Coir

H: 105 cm L:883 cm W:43 cm

LO.PER.029

Grass Skirt

OB

CS

Plant Fiber

N/A

LO.PER.030

Samoan Tatau(Tatooing)

OB

CS

Wood/Fibre/Nylon

H:29.4 cm

NG.PER.031

Photo:Tattoo

AM

WM

Photographic paper

N/A

NG.PER.032

Photo:Tattoo

AM

WM

Photographic paper

N/A
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Object List
Accession#

Object Name

Object Type Displayed Code Materials

Size

LO.OTH.033

Pou Tokomanawa (Carved centre post)

OB

PD

Wood

L:141 cm

LO.PER.034

Mouina Chief Warrior of the Tayehs

AM

WM

Paper

L:21 cm W: 13 cm

LO.PER.035

Taawattaa, Priest from Madison Island

AM

WM

Paper

L:21 cm W: 14 cm

LO.EXT.036

Horatio Robley, Seated with his collection ...

AM

WM

Photographic

L:18.4 cm W:21.4 cm

LO.PER.037

Journal of HMS Endeavour

AM

CS

Paper

N/A

LO.WAT.038

Weather Charm

OB

CS

Wood/stingray spine/ fiber/lime

H:33.7 cm

LO.WAT.039

Canoe Prow

OB

PD

Wood/Pigment

H: 54.6 cm L:12.7 cm W:22.9 cm

LO.INT.040-1

Maori club

OB

CS

Wood

H: 42.8 cm W: 18 cm

LO.INT.040-2

Maori club

OB

CS

Wood

H:36cm W: 13cm

LO.INT.041

Ceremonial Spear

OB

CS

Wood

H: 124.5 cm W: 6 cm

LO.EXT.042

Pipe Bowl

OB

CS

Whale ivory

H: 6 cm W: 2.5 cm

LO.INT.043

Breastplate

OB

CS

Whale ivory/pearl shell/fiber

H: 19.4 cm L: 19.7 cm W:2.8 cm

LO.EXT.044

Information in English and Maori on AIDS

AM

WM

Poster Paper

L:41.9 cm W:29.5cm

LO.EXT.045

Message in numerous languages …

AM

WM

Poster Paper

L:41.9 cm W:29.5cm

LO.EXT.046

Children's face Poster with a message...

AM

WM

Poster Paper

L:69.5 cm W:47.7 cm

LO.EXT.047

Advertisment about sex

AM

WM

Poster Paper

L:69.5 cm W:47.7 cm
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Excerpt for Collections Book
These are a sampling of the collections
sheets that have been filled out for each
object in the exhibition. The complete
Collections Management book will
travel with the exhibit.

Sample Collection Sheet
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Exhibition Revenue

Budget

57

Exhibition Revenue

Budget
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Exhibition Budget

Budget

59

Exhibition Budget

Budget
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Exhibition Budget

Budget

61

Exhibition Budget

Budget

62

Exhibition Budget

Budget
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Exhibition Budget

Budget

64

Element Schedule

Exhibition Element Schedule

65

Element Schedule

Exhibition Element Schedule
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Element Schedule

Exhibition Element Schedule
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Reflected Ceiling Plan

Recessed Dow n ligh t
Track
Wall Wash er
S potligh t
Floodligh t
LED S trip
Free- stan din g S potligh t
P roj ector
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Luminare Schedule
Code

F i x tu r e T y p e

M anufac t urer

Cat al og N um ber

Lamping

Volts

Qua ntity

Mounting

L oca tion a nd Rema r ks

L1

HALO L ED

Cooper

H 750T D010

LE D

120

7

Flu sh Mou n ted in

Flood Dow n ligh t for

C eilin g

Th resh old A rea

Post Mou n tin g

Bron ze Fin ish LED Ligh trail to

									
L2

L igh t ra il - L R 5

Cole

L R 5P - B R Z-S E - L E D

LE D

24

7

										

be u sed betw een islan ds; S tu b

										

en d

L3

En e r gy Eff icie n t PAR

				

T i m e s S q uar e

E 36BD4

35A R 1 1 1 / SS P 4

120

8

Portable Wall Mou n t Used to ligh t su spen ed

Li g ht i ng 						

boat ( Icon ) ; Barn doors for

										

targeted illu min ation ;

										

Dimmable

L4

L ED Spe ct ra St r ip

Altman

SS -S T R

LE D

							

100

6

- 2 4 0		

Floor an d C eilin g

S trip ligh t for backligh tin g

Mou n ted

th resh old wall; 6 ' lon g strips

											
		L5

Am e r lu x Pu ck L igh t

A m e r l ux

A P L-A

LED

120

22

									
										

Mou n ted in wall

Used to ligh t obj ects; S pot,

cases an d vitrin es

Flood, an d Wide Flood
Available
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Luminare Schedule
Code

F i x tu re T yp e

M anufac t urer

Cat al og N um ber

Lamping

Volts

Qua ntity

Mounting

L oca tion a nd Rema r ks

M1

Pr o Spe c Tra ck L igh t in g

L i g ht o l i e r by

28701W H

50W PA R 2 0

120

9

Mou n ted on

Recessed Track Ligh ts for

			

M e t a llics I n ca n de sce nt / P hi l l i p s					

P roS pec Recessed

Orien tation A rea; Each ligh t

			

Halo ge n Ada pt e r 						

Track System ( T1 )

n eeds S h ade ( C at # 8 7 3 5 TM)

Pa ra Tra c C F L

Mou n ted on Halo

Track u sed to wash wall

Pow er-Track ( T2 )

mu ral alon g main ramp

Mou n ted on

Illu min ation on islan d

Tan gen t

forms; Available in flood

M2
			

Cooper

L3239E

Wa ll Wa sh e r			

Tw o 3 9 W tw in

16

Tub e C ompact 			

						

Fl uorescen t

						

L a mps

		M3

Ta n ge n t Track

Li g ht o l i e r by

			

120V GU10 Low

P hi l l i p s					

			

Pr o f ile R in g						

Track System( T3 )

or spot

H2 O L ED

Yoke mou n ted

5 2 * ,u sed to proj ect

P1

A m e r i c a n DJ

FXE S R N

75

H 2O LE D

M R 16 Halogen

LE D

120

44

120/230 17

										

movemen t on to fabric

										

scrims stretch in g from

										

boat to ceilin g

		
T1
			

Pr o Spe c Re ce sse d Tra c k L i g ht o l i e r by

26608W H

L igh t in g

26612W H 			

P hi l l i p s

-

-

3 ( 8 ')

Direct Mou n ted in

1 ( 1 2 ')

C eilin g

Located in Orien tation A rea
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Luminare Schedule
Cod e

F i x tu r e T y p e

M anufac t urer

Cat al og N um ber

T2

Halo Po we r-Tra c

Cooper

L653M B			

T3

Ta n ge n t Su spe n sio n

Li g ht o l i e r by

FXS 12

Tra ck

P hi l l i p s

FXS 86 					

4 ' S teel Rod S u spen sion ; 		

FX100 					

Ben din g tool for cu rves

L992

3 6		

2 kits for 2 'or 4 ' Trac; 3 kits

Pe n dan t 							

for 8 ' Trac an d 4 kits for 1 2 '

			

					
K2
			

Halo Po we r-Tra c

Cooper

Lamping

-

-

Volts

-

-

Qua ntity

Mounting

L oca tion a nd Rema r ks

3 ( 1 2 ')		

For Para Trac Wall Wash er

24

1 2 ' Len gth s;

S tem Mou n tin g

										

Trac
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Demo Plan

Drawings

72

Section

Drawings

73

Section

Drawings

74

Perspective

Drawings

75

Perspective

Drawings

76

Perspective

Drawings

77

Isometric

Drawings
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Project Schedule
F e b r ua r y
6

9

13

March
16

20

23

27

30

5

8

A p ril
12

15

19

22

26

29

2

5

M ay 		
9

12

16

19

23

26

30

3

7

10

14

E x h i b i t i o n D e s i g n 																														
Lo o k a n d Fe e l

					

Ge st a lt

																				

S i t e Pla n

																		

N ar ra t ive
Voice

																						

Exh ibit T h r e a ds																														
I con Ex pe r ie n ce 																														
Co n ce pt 			
Ske t ch 			
F in a l
Con ce pt u a l De sign bo o k 																														
Exh ibit M o de l																														
Ba se 																														
F in a l																														
Drawin gs 																														
Ele va t io n s																														
Pla n 																														
Axo n o m e t r ic
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Project Schedule
F e b r ua r y
6

9

13

March
16

20

23

27

30

5

8

A p ril
12

15

19

22

26

29

2

5

M ay 		
9

12

16

19

23

26

30

3

7

10

14

Pe r spe ct ive 																														
Graph ics 																														
L o go 																														
C o lo r s																														
Ty pe 																														
Pa n e l De sign 																														
Li gh t in g																																
C o n ce pt 																																
Ske t ch e s																																
Re fle ct e d C e ilin g Plan 																																
Spe c Sh e e t s																																
L igh t in g B o o k 																																
Wa lk T h r o u gh 																																
Budge t 																																

Development
																																
Mis sio n St a t e m e n t 																																
Goa ls/O bje ct ive s																																
Audie n ce 																																
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Reseach Sources
F e b r ua r y
6
Bubble Dia gra m s
Pl a n n in g Ch e ck list

9

13

March
16

20

23

27

30

5

8

A p ril
12

15

19

22

26

29

2

5

M ay 		
9

12

16

19

23

26

30

3

7

10

14

						
		

Ob je ct L ist 																																
F ro n t-e n d Evalu at io n s																																
Rese a r ch /De ve lo pm e n t bo o k 																																
Ed u cat io n 																																
S u r ve y Draf t 																																
S u r ve y co m ple t io n a n d a n a ly s i s 																																
Ed u cat io n a l Pr o gram m in g																																
Fam ily G u ide 																																
S to r y bo ar d																																
Ed B u dge t
																															

Communications
																																
Co lle ct io n s M an a ge m e n t Pla n 																																
Trave llin g Pr o spe ct u s																																
Pre ss Re le a se Kit 																																
S pe cia l Ex h ib. C a se fo r Su ppor t 																																
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